Graphene nanoribbons present intriguing electronic properties due to their characteristic size and edge shape, and have been suggested for a wide range of applications from electronics to electromechanical systems. To bridge the scales from their nanostructural geometry-the key for their unique properties-to the requirements critical for large-scale electronics and device applications, here we propose a de novo hierarchical material assembled from functionalized graphene nanoribbons stabilized through hydrogen bonds, mimicking the structure of beta-sheet proteins. By investigating their mechanical and electronic properties through first principles calculations, we demonstrate that hierarchical graphene nanoribbons not only preserve the unique electronic properties of individual graphene nanoribbons in the bulk, but are also energetically and mechanically stable. Specifically, we find that the energy gap of the bulk material shrinks as the width of the constituting graphene nanoribbons increases. The tuning of bulk material properties through controlling the nanostructure enables the synthesis of a broader class of biomimetic multifunctional mechanomutable and electromutable nanomaterials for electromechanical applications.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version) Two-dimensional bulk materials are ubiquitously utilized as building blocks in modern electronics technologies. Thin films and deformable electronic membranes such as silicon [1] or carbon nanomaterial sheets [2] have been widely applied, providing extraordinary figures of merit combined with a cost effective fabrication process through lithography or patterning and a flexible control of their properties. More recently, the monoatomically layered material graphene has attracted immense interest after its first successful isolation in 2004 [3] . Numerous fascinating physical properties such as a massless Dirac electronic structure, anomalous quantum Hall effects, extraordinarily high stiffness and strength have been reported, 4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
which have sparked a large number of novel applications and follow-up investigations [4] . As the finite width counterpart of bulk graphene, graphene nanoribbons (also abbreviated as GNRs) have provided even more unconventional properties, in particular when their width is shorter than 100 nm [5] . The electronic structure of graphene nanoribbons depend on both their edge shapes (that is, armchair, zigzag or mixtures thereof) and their widths [6, 7] . Armchair edged graphene nanoribbons are semiconducting or metal depending on the width. For semiconducting ribbons, the energy gap depends further inversely on the ribbon width [6] . All zigzag edged graphene nanoribbons possess a peculiar spin-polarized edge state that provides half-metallicity [7] . The physics and Geometric and electronic density structures of hydrogen bond assembled hierarchical graphene nanoribbons. (a) Atomic structure, resembling the geometry of beta-sheet proteins. The dashed box shows the unit cell with length a 1 and a 2 in the x and y direction, respectively (the structure has a finite width in the x direction and is infinite in the y direction). Hydrogen bonds form between the oxygen atom in the -C=O group, and the hydrogen bond in the -N-H group, have a length of 1.75Å and feature a binding energy of −1.3 eV. The assembled structure features a shift by a 2 /2 between adjacent graphene nanoribbons. (b) Electron density distribution in the graphene nanoribbon assemblies. In comparison with graphene nanoribbon monomer, the electron acceptor (oxygen atom) gains 0.2 electrons.
chemistry of the graphene nanoribbons can further be played through functionalizaton at the edges [8, 9] .
However, the attractive features of graphene nanoribbons cannot be fully exploited unless it is possible to manipulate and control the structure of graphene nanoribbons with nanometer precision, while creating larger-scale bulk materials for device applications. In earlier approaches, graphene nanoribbons are often deposited on specific substrates [10] or suspended on microfabricated scaffolds [11] . However, large-scale functional graphene nanoribbon based materials that bridge the functionality from nanoscale to larger scales with well controlled nanostructures-while preserving their unique geometry dependent properties-are not available yet. To address this challenge, an ideal application of graphene nanoribbons must satisfy two major criteria. First, it must preserve the key physical properties derived from their nanostructured constituents even in the bulk arrangement. Second, it must be able to assemble into macroscopic mechanically stable materials.
Earlier studies illustrated that the lack of structural stability and chemical activity of isolated graphene nanoribbons can adversely affect their properties, especially due the behavior of atoms at the edges. Edge folding [12] , wrapping [13] and reconstruction [14] [15] [16] have been observed in experimental studies, which result in a loss of their edge-specific properties. Recently, intensive studies of novel engineering techniques through chemical modifications with functional groups or doping substitutions at the edge of nanoribbon have been reported [17, 8, 9] . These techniques now enable us to introduce selective chemical interactions between individual graphene nanoribbons, opening an alternative avenue to facilitate the design of hierarchical materials with controlled properties.
In this paper we propose a novel scalable hierarchical graphene nanoribbon material, self-assembled through hydrogen bonds formed between functionalized edges, inspired by the ordered stacking of secondary beta-sheet protein structures as found in muscle tissues, amyloids or spider silk [18] (where secondary structures are stabilized through hydrogen bonds). As shown in figure 1 , a zigzag graphene nanoribbon monomer is first functionalized by introducing a -C=O group in one edge, and in the opposite edge by substituting a carbon atom with a nitrogen atom and hydrogen termination. Due to the electronegativity of both oxygen and nitrogen, hydrogen bonds form between the oxygen radical (-C=O) that holds lone pair electrons and the hydrogen terminated nitrogen substitution at the edge carbon atoms (-N-H). It is noted that the C=O · · · H-N hydrogen bond is the most predominant one in fibrous and globular proteins, and is responsible for the formation of universal secondary structures such as alpha-helices, betasheets and beta-turns, as well as of purine and pyrimidine crystal structures [19] . The advantage of utilizing hydrogen bonds to bind graphene nanoribbons is their selectivity and directionality, which are crucial to enable material selfassembly at moderate temperature, as observed during the formation of beta-sheet protein structures. In addition to the C=O · · · H-N hydrogen bond, we have found that other acceptor-donor pairs, such as N-H · · · N for hydrogen bonds, can also be engineered. The N-H · · · N hydrogen bond constitutes about one quarter of the hydrogen bonds in the purine and pyrimidine crystal structures. In combination with the C=O · · · H-N bond, N-H · · · N bonds form the Watson-Crick and related base-pair configurations in purine and pyrimidine crystal structures and in the oligonucleotides and nucleic acids [19] .
We employ the plane-wave basis sets based densityfunctional theory (DFT) to calculate the structural and electronic properties using the PWSCF code 5 . We use the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional based generalized gradient approximation [21] for the exchange-correlation energy, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials for the core-valence interactions, which provide a reasonable model for hydrogen bonding [22] . It is noted that for more accurate calculations of hydrogen bond energy, higher level methods such as second order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) could be utilized. However, these methods are computationally rather expensive [23] and are thus not used in our work. For all results presented in this paper, energy cut offs of 30 and 240 Ryd are used for the plane-wave basis sets and charge density grids, respectively. The settings have been verified to achieve a total energy convergence of less than 10 −4 eV/atom. In geometrical optimization of atomic structures, the convergence criterion for force is set to be 0.001 RydÅ −1 . In variable cell relaxation in periodic directions, the residue stress is controlled to be lower than 0.01 GPa. Sixteen Monkhorst-Pack k-points are used in periodic directions for Brillouin zone integration, which are qualified for the energy convergence criteria of 3 meV. The atomic structure of functionalized graphene nanoribbons used in our study is based on modified zigzag graphene nanoribbons. The monomer structure for the ribbon is first optimized using a variable cell approach to remove the residual stress in the ribbon direction (along y). A unit cell is then constructed for the bulk assembly by letting the distance between oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the adjacent ribbon to be 2Å, that is, in the hydrogen bond interaction range. A subsequent variable cell optimization is performed in both x and y directions to obtain the equilibrated structure for following studies on mechanical and electronic properties. We now investigate the mechanical and electronic properties of hierarchical graphene nanoribbon assemblies through a series of density-functional theory based first principles calculations, first focused on C=O · · · H-N bonded systems. The assemblies are represented through a unit cell with lattice constant a 1 and a 2 . The parameter w = a 1 /2 (controlled by the specific geometry of the graphene nanoribbon in the unit cell) is used to characterize the width of the graphene nanoribbon building block, as shown in figure 1(a) . The atomic structures of graphene nanoribbon assemblies are optimized and found to be planar due to their aromaticity, in agreement with experimental observation on the organized graphene nanoribbons [24] . Moreover, we find that adjacent graphene nanoribbons shift by 0.5a 2 with respect to each other. A change transfer of 0.2 electron from the electron donor (hydrogen atom in -N-H) to the acceptor (oxygen atom in -C=O) is observed in comparison with the individual graphene nanoribbon, and dipoles are formed in the -C=O and -N-H group. The length of hydrogen bonds between the oxygen atom in the -C=O group and the hydrogen atom in the -N-H group is 1.75Å, which is close to the values observed in biological macromolecules [25] . The hydrogen bond energy E H−bond is calculated from the bulk cohesive energy E coh = (E bulk − 2E monomer )/N Hb = −1.3 eV (per hydrogen bond), where E bulk and E monomer are the total energy of the graphene nanoribbon bulk assemblies and monomer, N Hb is the number of hydrogen bonds (it is two for the bulk assemblies considered here). The value of 1.3 eV corresponds to 29.98 kcal mol −1 , which is much higher than the typical value 2.8 kcal mol −1 for C=O · · · N-H hydrogen bonds in organics. This binding energy level resides in the realm of 'strong hydrogen bonds' but the bond length suggests an 'intermediate hydrogen bond' nature as defined in [26] . This fact reflects the cooperativity of periodic hydrogen bonds arrangements [27] . The relative 0.5a 2 shift between neighboring graphene nanoribbons is important in enabling the cooperative formation of multicenter hydrogen bonds, which is energetically more favorable [26] . It is thereby capable of stabilizing the assemblies most effectively and thus provides a strong driving force for self-assembly as observed in protein structures [18] . We also calculate the cohesive energy E coh of a graphene nanoribbon dimer, where two graphene nanoribbons are bonded through hydrogen bonds and have two open edges. The E coh calculated for the dimer is also −1.3 eV. The energetic equivalence in hydrogen bonding energy between the dimer and hierarchical bulk assemblies suggests that the intraribbon structural distortion energy is negligible, and that the cohesive energy of bulk assemblies is simply due to the hydrogen binding energy. More evidently, in bulk assemblies, the C=O and H-N bonds are stretched by 1.4% and 5.3% respectively, while the other sp 2 C-C bonds are changed by much less in comparison with the graphene nanoribbon monomer. This is can also be observed in the electron density distribution (shown in figure 1(b) ) that shows little distortion due to the hydrogen binding. Thus the effects of the hydrogen bonds on the overall electronic structure are localized at the edge. The assembly with an initial hydrogen bond configuration of C-O-H · · · N is also investigated and found to be unstable in comparison with the C=O · · · H-N configuration.
In addition to C=O · · · H-N hydrogen bonded systems, we also study the structure and energetics of N-H · · · N hydrogen bonded systems as shown in figure 2(a) . The binding energy and the hydrogen bond length are found to be 1.3 eV and 1.55Å, respectively. In contrast to the C=O · · · H-N structure, the N-H · · · N assembly structure is stabilized through the N-H group aligned with the N substitution along the x direction. The electronic density plot ( figure 2(b) ) shows a significant charge accumulation along the hydrogen bond, instead of the multicenter characteristic in the shifted C=O · · · H-N structure, since the shorter H-N bond length established here does not allow the formation of a multicenter hydrogen bond with adjacent nitrogen acceptors.
The stability and mechanical properties of hierarchical graphene nanoribbon assemblies are further explored by investigating their potential energy profile and stress behavior against interribbon structural deformation, specifically through tensile separation along the hydrogen bond direction and shear deformation in the perpendicular direction. Figure 3(a) shows hydrogen bond binding energies as a function of interribbon displacement d, which is measured from its equilibrium distance (set to be d = 0) for the C=O · · · H-N bonded system. The hydrogen binding energy profile against interribbon separation in the x direction is calculated for both graphene nanoribbon assembly and dimer. The energy calculation is performed after changing the interribbon distance. The energy profile features the typical hydrogen bond characteristic; a repulsive and an attractive part, with a potential well of E H−bond = 1.3 eV. The breaking strength against tensile separation is calculated to be 1.08 GPa by considering an out-of-plane thickness of a graphene nanoribbon as 3.4Å. The hydrogen bond interaction has a long tail that is crucial to enable self-assembly based synthesis from monomers. The mechanical strength σ ( figure 3(c) ) is measured by the maximum force between adjacent ribbons f max along the deformation path, where the stress is defined as σ = f max /a 2 t, where t is the thickness of ribbon and the interlayer distance of 3.4Å (as found in graphite) is used here. The energy profile against interribbon shearing is also calculated for the bulk graphene nanoribbon assemblies, as shown in figure 3(b) . For the shear calculation, intermediate images are interpolated between the shifted and unshifted structures for energy calculations. As discussed before, the optimized stacking of adjacent graphene nanoribbons features a a 2 /2 shift, and this geometrical registry is stabilized by an energy barrier of 0.13 eV. The maximum shear strength against interribbon sliding is 1.78 GPa. These results show that the hierarchical graphene nanoribbon structures are energetically stable and show exceptional mechanical resistance against deformation. Moreover, the intrinsic ability of such hydrogen bonded beta-sheet like systems to dissipate considerable elastic and plastic energy by repeated shearing facilitates an enhanced resistance against catastrophic failure, similar to the properties found in analogous protein materials such as spider silk. Since hydrogen bonds can easily reform even after severe deformation, the material features the ability to reorganize itself and can self-heal after damage has occurred [18] .
We now report a systematic analysis of the electronic properties, comparing a conventional single graphene (hydrogen terminated) nanoribbon, a functionalized graphene nanoribbon monomer (capable of forming interribbon hydrogen bonds), a dimer, as well as a hierarchical bulk system, first focused on the C=O · · · H-N bonded system. Most importantly, we find that the characteristic electronic properties of individual functionalized graphene nanoribbons are preserved in the hierarchical bulk assemblies, primarily due to the relatively weak nature of the hydrogen bonds (as shown in the charge density distribution depicted in figure 1(b) ). The onedimensional band structures along the graphene nanoribbon are reported in figure 4 . The plots include results for a hydrogen terminated graphene nanoribbon, a functionalized graphene nanoribbon monomer, a dimer and bulk assemblies with two different widths. We find that the edge functionalization by the -C=O group and the -N-H substitution opens a gap between π and π * bands, removes flat edge bands in hydrogen terminated graphene nanoribbons, and creates states localized on oxygen and nitrogen atoms. Whether in the dimer ( figure 4(c) ) or in hierarchical bulk assemblies ( figure 4(d) ), these characteristics are well preserved, in particular the π and π * bands close to Fermi level. In the hierarchical bulk assemblies where all open edges are saturated, the hydrogen bonds coupling graphene nanoribbons split monomer bands, shift the nitrogen state to a higher conduction energy, but leave both π, π * and oxygen states near the Fermi level. The isosurfaces of the local density of states for these bands in the bulk assemblies are plotted in figure 5 (a), which are localized at the graphene nanoribbon edges and decay quickly into the nanoribbon. The first two valence bands (v 1 , v 2 in figure 5(a) ) are those related to the oxygen in-plane p-orbital. The third and fourth valence bands (v 3 , v 4 ) and the first two conduction bands (c 1 , c 2 ) are edge (-C=O and -N-H) localized π and π * bands, respectively. The edge-localized nature of the bands near the Fermi level implies possibilities to tune the electronic structures of graphene nanoribbon assemblies through their width. We further investigate both the band gap E g and the direct band gap between π and π * band separation E (between c 1 and v 3 ) of graphene nanoribbon assemblies with different widths. As shown in figure 5(b) , the energy gap of graphene nanoribbon assemblies E g and E decrease quickly as w increases and becomes zero at w = 28 and 36Å respectively. The inversely linear dependence reflects the particle-in-a-box characteristic of π electrons as seen in conventional hydrogen terminated graphene nanoribbons [6] . Similar results have been observed in the N-H · · · N hydrogen bond assemblies of graphene nanoribbons, which are intrinsically metallic due to the overlap between nitrogen localized band and π * band. The band structures of the nitrogen functionalized graphene nanoribbon monomer and hierarchical bulk assembly are presented in figures 2(c) and (d). The π, π * and nitrogen localized bands are observed near the Fermi level. In addition, the direct band gap between the π and π * bands E is nonzero and shrinks as the width of nanoribbon (w) increases and eventually disappears above 37Å as shown in figure 6 . These results clearly demonstrate that the weak nature of the hydrogen bonds in the hierarchical graphene nanoribbon structures successfully Figure 6 . Energy gap E g and direct band gap between π and π * bands ( E) in monomer and bulk assemblies of graphene nanoribbon through N-H · · · N hydrogen bonds (corresponding to the structure shown in figure 2(a) ). The bulk assemblies are metallic due to the overlap between the nitrogen localized band and the π * band, while the direct band gap E decreases as the width w of nanoribbon increases and eventually decays to zero when w > 37Å.
retain the unique electronic properties found in individual graphene nanoribbons, as required for large-scale applications.
The considerable structural and mechanical stability and the flexible control of electronic properties observed here in hierarchical graphene nanoribbons offer a road map for experimental work. Specifically, the approach proposed here enables one to assemble nanostructures into macroscopic functional materials while preserving their novel properties derived from the geometric nanoscale confinement of its constituents. The structural basis for mechanical and electronic properties show a synergistic interaction; the confinement into nanostructures leads to both ultra-strong mechanical stability and resistance against catastrophic failure, and is also the key for their interesting electronic properties [18] . Specifically, the hierarchical structures reach significant mechanical strength values on the order of 1-2 GPa for shear and tensile deformation. While the interribon interactions could in principle be selected from a variety of non-covalent interactions, including van der Waals interactions between functionalized edges [28] , hydrogen bonds in particular are an excellent approach that takes advantage of high selectivity and directionality (and can thereby control the precise details and self-assembly mechanisms of designed structures). Specifically, the hierarchical structures can be effectively fabricated from self-assembly processes through the hydrogen bond formation. Although one should be aware that potential c-axis stacking and the formation of multilayers that may have lower energy could change the final conformation, adhesive substrates such as graphite can prohibit these processes and retain the planar geometry as observed in previous observation of organized graphene nanoribbons [24] . Alternatively, one may adopt a top-down approach, that is, to selectively unzip bulk graphene and create hydrogen bonds at the open edges, through known approaches such as oxidation [29, 30] or lithography [31] . These techniques provide concrete synthesis pathways for the structures proposed here. Further, we envision that the concept could also work for other nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes, graphene quantum dots and nanowires, and can thus be applied to create hierarchical nanostructures for largescale multifunctional electromechanical applications [32, 33] . Other types of acceptor-donor pairs can be designed by functionalizing graphene nanoribbons in different ways. It is particularly interesting to investigate whether or not specific edge functionalizations will preserve their half-metallic, antiferromagnetic and optical characteristics [17, 7, 34, 8] . Moreover, properties of hydrogen bonds in the solid state are crucial issues for a variety of nanotechnology applications [26] , particularly related to novel materials design. For example, the hydrogen bond patterns designed in the hierarchical graphene nanoribbons discussed here can also be utilized also to carry out studies on chemomechanical properties of hydrogen bonds, which is of great importance in understanding nanomechanical properties in biological materials [35] , electronic [36] , and energy transfer [37] processes of biological systems. For these studies, the material proposed here provides an appropriate test bed. The spatial patterning of nanoribbon widths (e.g. to create heteronanocomposite structures) and the ability to control the self-assembly by external cues (e.g. pH, electric/magnetic fields, solvent, etc) provides the opportunity to design a class of biomimetic multifunctional mechanomutable and electromutable nanomaterials.
